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Abstract - Keyword search in XML documents is based on the notion of lowest common ancestors in the labeled trees 

model of XML documents. It has recently gained a lot of research interest in the database community.  In this paper 

we propose the Modified Active (MA) algorithm which is an improvement over the Active clustering algorithm. The 

algorithm takes into consideration the entity aspect of the nodes to find the level of the node pertaining to a keyword 

input by the user. A portion of the Bibliography database is used to experimentally evaluate the Modified Active 

algorithm. Evaluation results show that MA algorithm generates clusters faster than the Active algorithm and this 

increases the efficiency of the system. 

Index terms - Keyword Matching Patterns, MA algorithm, Semantic search. 

 

 

I. Introduction 

The World Wide Web (WWW) is a huge collection of information with representation of data in diverse formats such as text, 

XML, multimedia streams and images. It serves as a container of largely unstructured data which is exchanged between 

different platforms across the globe. The predominant language XML, which has gained popularity because of the framework 

it provides to facilitate the transfer of information on the web, has completely changed today‟s keyword search paradigm. 

 Human language uses endless variety and combination of words to express thoughts, concepts and meanings which could 

create ambiguity in keyword searches. The user of the system often believes that the keyword search terms input by him are 

precise and self-descriptive. However, the same keywords when used for search on the web often returns matches completely 

hiding the relevant documents (even documents containing the synonyms of the keyword terms entered by the user) making 

keyword searches an iterative and exhaustive process. Terms that are common, but appear in different domains, tend to 

produce a huge result-set of which a major portion would be irrelevant to the user query. This forces the user to sieve through 

the obtained result-set to obtain a more precise result-set.  

 Various methods and techniques have been developed to rank the relevant documents based on the query submitted by users. 

XRank semantics [1] gained popularity in the research community because of its ability to rank the documents based on the 

query submitted by the user. Similarly, the notion of lowest common ancestor (LCA) used by many researchers to propose 
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techniques like SLCA(Smallest Lowest Common Ancestor), MLCA(Multi-way Lowest Common Ancestor) and 

ELCA(Exclusive Lowest Common Ancestor) has further enhanced the keyword search domain. However, very little effort 

has been made in the path of developing a search technique wherein the semantics of the query would be understood before 

proceeding to find the answers relating to the query. Tim Berners-Lee, the inventor of World Wide Web, has defined 

Semantic Web as a system which enables machines to “understand” and respond to complex human requests based on their 

meaning. Such an “understanding” requires that the relevant information sources be semantically structured and retrieved [2].  

Xiping Liu, Changxuan Wan, Lei Chen [3] have proposed an efficient way to understand the semantics of the keyword terms. 

Further exploring their work, this paper proposes a Keyword Search technique, which initially finds the semantic relationship 

of the query terms and generates output in the form of clusters and matching patterns later. This generated output makes it 

convenient for the user to view the relevant answers at a faster rate.  

The proposed algorithm considers the level information of entity nodes and modifies the existing active algorithm [3] to 

generate clusters dynamically. MA algorithm uses the concept of LCEA (Lowest common entity ancestor) to generate clusters 

by taking into consideration the level information of the keyword and  the entity nodes that is generated when the algorithm is 

run. This modification in the algorithm provides an improved response time and a means by which the user interaction with 

the search engine interface is increased. When clusters are generated, the interface waits for user input to display patterns 

(similar to KMPs) for the user to explore a specific cluster. Displaying patterns to the user brings clarity in the answers 

returned to users. A portion of the Bibliography database has been used for the experimental evaluation and execution of the 

algorithm. The modified algorithm finds its entire means to generate answers only for the keywords in which the query terms 

are semantically related. The algorithm generates no answers if the keywords are not related to one another. This is  as 

explained below: 

Consider the keyword query Q = (t1,t2) = (Mysore, Univ.) 

When the query Q is executed, the algorithm returns no answers even though the keywords exist in the XML documents. The 

reason for this is that the LCEA for these query terms is void. This means that the common ancestor node (which is an entity 

node) is void. The concept of an entity node plays a vital role in finding whether the keyword terms are semantically related 

or not.   

Another the keyword query  Q = (t1, t2) = (ieee, QoS) returns clusters related to conferences on QoS from the XML database. 

The LCEA for these keywords is conf which is a common entity node for the keyword terms ieee and QoS. It can be observed, 

from the extended bibliography database  that the keywords ieee and QoS are semantically related to one another. 

The above queries clearly state that until the query terms submitted don‟t hold any meaning, the result generated is null.  The 

keyword terms submitted are explored for semantic relationship before presenting any answers to enhance the quality of the 

response generated. This is to ensure that the users are not forced to sift through the irrelevant results that is returned.  

A. Motivation 

Xiping Liu, Changxuan Wan,   Lei Chen  [3] have proposed a novel approach to perform clustering in an active way, i.e., the 

algorithm first computes KMPs, and then generates clustered search results using these KMPs. The generated clusters are 

further improved by organizing them into a hierarchy. By this method, the algorithm returns fuzzy answers in the form of 

clusters. A naïve user is likely to find this approach confusing if he is not sure of which cluster he should consider to find his 

answer.   

B. Contribution 

This work proposes the MA algorithm which is based on the Active algorithm to generate clusters for a keyword query on an 

XML document for a Bibliography Database. The approach is modified in such a way that instead of deriving KMP‟s first, the 

algorithm generates clusters in response to user queries. A selected cluster is considered by the user to obtain the KMP of the 

cluster of his interest. By modifying the already existing approach, the clarity of the answers returned to the user is improved. 

This approach improves the response-time and the user interaction with the system. The algorithm merges both the cluster 

generating and cluster hierarchy constructing algorithms and the result is generated as a hierarchy in an enhanced interface for 

the user. 

C. Paper Organization 

Section 2 presents a discussion on research objectives in the area of XML keyword search. Section 3 defines the problem and 

discusses the algorithm and its implementation. Section 4 gives the performance analysis and the difference in processing time 

for identical keywords by the Active algorithm and the MA algorithm. Section 5 gives the Conclusion and Future 

Enhancement. 
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II. Related Work 

There continues to be extensive research work in the area of XML keyword search as well as search results clustering. Xiping 

Liu, Changxuan Wan, Lei Chen [3] address the problem of returning clustered results for keyword search on XML 

documents. They propose a novel semantics for answers to an XML keyword query i.e., the conceptually related relationship 

between keyword matches, which is based on the conceptual relationship between nodes in XML trees. A new clustering 

methodology for XML search results which clusters results according to the way they match the given query is proposed.  

Ziyang Liu , Jeffrey Walker, Yi Chen [4] presented XSeek, a search engine that returns an XML fragment or a Subtree Return 

or a Path Return, in response to a keyword query. The algorithm returns meaningful answers allowing users to specify an 

XML Document and keyword query for retrieval. It suffers drawbacks in terms of presentation of result. A naïve user of the 

search engine may find it difficult to explore the answers in the form of XML fragments. The user interaction with the system 

is considerably low and the relevant ranking for the result is missing. Guo et. al., has proposed XRank, an algorithm that 

considers the problem of efficiently producing ranked results for keyword search queries over hyperlinked XML documents 

and the challenges in evaluating keyword search queries over hierarchical XML documents. XML keyword search queries can 

return deeply nested XML elements that contain the desired keywords and the nested structure of XML documents implies 

that the notion of ranking is at the granularity of an XML element.  

Sara Cohen, Yaron Kanza, Benny Kimelfeld and Yehoshua Sagiv [6] proposed a framework to decide when the tags of an 

XML document tree are semantically related. The author has made an effort to reduce the irrelevant answers by displaying 

only those answers which are related to the query. However the work does not consider the ranking of the answers returned to 

a user.  Most of the keyword search algorithms are based on the notion of LCA. However their semantics do not consider if 

the keyword matches are semantically related or not.  . Schmidt, M. Kersten, and M. Windhouwer [7] address this problem by 

introducing the concept of interconnection on homogeneous nodes. They do not have any restriction and is not comprehensive 

enough. Most of the algorithms for computing LCAs of two nodes on trees are meant for main-memory resident data, and do 

not consider computing LCAs for sets of nodes. The “meet” operator is proposed for querying XML documents by computing 

the LCAs of nodes in XML trees. This does not give a generalized algorithm. 

Ziyang Liu, Y. Chen [8], in their work gave a novel way of answering a query by using materialized views. In this, the 

performance of the search increases by many folds. The drawback is that the algorithm requires views to be created and stored 

in advance. This may impact the space complexity while enhancing time complexity. They propose MaxMatch, an XML 

keyword search technique to identify relevant matches that incorporates two aspects during the search: consistency and 

monotonicity of data and query. Y. Huang, Z. Liu, and Y. Chen [9] discuss the problem of generating result snippets for XML 

search. Recently, Z. Liu, P. Sun, and Y. Chen [10] address the problem of comparing and differentiating search results on 

structured data. Their emphasis is on the contents of XML fragments and the concentration is on differences in processing 

matching semantics. Only a few of the clustering of search results are based on XML search. The only major work that 

addresses this problem is done by V. Hristidis, N. Koudas, Y. Papakonstantinou, and D. Srivastava [11]. Another related 

problem is the grouping of XML search results, which has been addressed in [12].  However, grouping is different in nature 

from clustering.  

Liang Jeff Chen, Yannis Papakonstantinou [13] propose an algorithm that combines semantic pruning and top-K processing to 

generate top-K keyword searches in an XML document. Most of these algorithms do not consider an important aspect of 

keyword search, that is the presentation of the answers to be returned to user.  Recently, XML document clustering has been 

the topic of many research papers. W. Lian, D.W.-L. Cheung, N. Mamoulis, S.-M. Yiu [14], propose S-GRACE, a 

hierarchical algorithm to cluster XML document using structural information of the data. However the technique does not take 

care of unstructured information stored on the Web. Chong Sun, Chee-Yong Chan, Amit K. Goenka 15] have proposed an 

algorithm, Inks, which predicts a word or a phrase the user may type in, by simultaneously searching the XML data and 

returning the best answer ranked by relevance. The interactive search method uses ELCA to find the relevant answers. In this 

technique, the predicted XML elements for all the keyword tokens are extracted from a given XML tree. ELCAs are 

computed on the resulting elements followed by ranking the answers using tf-idf based ranking function [16]. Rui Zhou, 

Chengfei Liu, Jianxin Li, Jeffrey Xu Yu [17], contributed to the world of keyword search by proposing PrELCA, which 

defines probabilistic ELCA semantics by designing a stack-based algorithm for keyword search on probabilistic XML 

documents Z. Bao, T.W. Ling, B. Chen, and J. Lu [18], proposed XReal which attempts to infer the user‟s intention from the 

query by calculating the similarity ( using the tf-idf cosine similarity) between keywords. Once computed, the relevance 

oriented ranking is achieved to return keywords as result.  

Ch. Lavanya Susanna [19], analyzes various methods of querying XML data based on LCA, ELCA and heap. From these 

methods, LCA does not produce optimal results and heap-based method is more efficient.    The method concentrates more on 

generating relevant results for keyword queries without recognizing query semantics and cannot be used to solve all problems.  
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III. Problem Definition 

Given a set of keywords for search, the algorithm takes into account the entity aspect of the nodes in the XML tree to find the 

level of the node pertaining to a particular keyword input by the user.  The MA algorithm improves the response time of the 

system and hence increases the efficiency of the system. The algorithm uses key information to generate clusters for a 

keyword query that is input by the user. User inputs are considered during execution for enhanced performance to generate 

clusters for the semantically related results that is obtained for the user‟s query. The cluster generating and the cluster 

hierarchy constructing algorithms are merged and the result is generated in a hierarchy to provide an enhanced interface for 

users to view. 

 

 

A. Algorithm and Implementation 

To explain the proposed algorithm, the example of a portion of a Bibliography database [3] is 

considered.  

              

 
             

Figure 1.  XML tree for the Bibliography Database 

There can be multiple interpretations, for the keyword „John Computing’ which is two-keyword query. A user may be looking 

for a book titled Computing that is authored by John or could be searching for a paper or article titled Computing that is 

written by John.  Without reasoning and with such different interpretations, finding the correct answer becomes difficult. 

Depending on the answer nodes that lead to the keywords, the results are clustered and presented to the user. 

As another example, for the  query ’Computing Peter’,  nodes conf1, paper3 and paper1 can be the answer nodes, as in Fig. 1, 

since the user may be keen on finding a conference or a paper on computing that is authored by Peter. These results are 

clustered together and presented to the user.  

B. Preliminaries 
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Data Model :  The XML Document is modeled as a rooted, unordered, labeled tree. The nodes have a parent-child 

relationship represented as u < v. The type of the node is the label path from root to the node. A word or phrase that is used to 

begin a search is keyword query. The terms of the keyword query are an XML tag or a leaf. A query match is a node whose 

text contains the terms which should be meaningful to the user [3].  The term entity refers to any real-world entity which is a 

node in the XML document.  In the XML tree shown in Fig. 1, conf, article, book are examples of entity nodes. An entity 

node represents a node that a user may be interested in exploring.  

Exploring LCEA: The notion of LCEA (Lowest Common Entity Ancestor) is introduced by Xiping Liu et.al.[3] in their 

work. The same notion is considered in the MA algorithm to generate clusters for the keyword query.  

Concise Tree: The concise tree ( CT )in the MA  algorithm is a summary tree, obtained by merging the leaf nodes of the 

original Bibliography tree.  

 

 

 

C. The Modified Active Algorithm 

It is assumed that CT has all the keywords a user could input as the query.  

Let t1,…,tk  be the keyword terms which the user has submitted and  m1,…,mk be the set of matches on the Concise Tree. 

Step 1: Calculate E  =  lcea (t1,…,tk, CT) 

Step 2: Find L =  Level (e, t1,…,tk, CT)  for each e Є E 

Step 3: Compute  C = cluster (L, e, m1…mk) for each e Є E 

Step 4: For each c Є C, display cluster with distinct e 

Step 5: Wait for user input i (input is the cluster the user wants to see as KMP) 

Step 6: Display pattern (i, L, m1,…,mk) 

Function cluster (L, e, m1…mk)  /* function to compute the different clusters based on the lcea(E) and level(L) information*/ 

 For each e Є E 

if  ((m1,…,mk) are the term matches and  le is the level)) where le
 Є L  

display e and m1,…,mk as cluster. 

Function pattern(i, E, L, m1,… ,mk) /*  to display the corresponding KMP */ 

Step 1: Assume i is the input choice such  

that i Є E, m1,…,mk are the term matches, and l Є L where l is the level information of i  . 

Step 2: Trace the path from root of the CT to the term matches m1,…,mk. 

Step 3: Merge the paths from the matches m1,…,mk  to the corresponding lcea. 

Step 4: Display P, the path from root to the term (pattern). 

The time complexity of the Modified Active Algorithm is given by  

|+  | + 2 |A| ) 

where l is the depth of the data summary tree, k is the number of keywords and m1 to mk  are the set of keyword matches in the 

tree. |mi
j 
| is the set of matches in the concise tree of term ti under a top entity type ej.  For a keyword query, the MA algorithm 

first finds out the matches of each term in the Concise Tree, and evaluates the matches on the Document Tree. Once all the 

clusters are formed, the clusters with distinct lcea(E) are displayed. Here, the user input i, where i represent the cluster the 

user is interested in exploring, is taken. For i, the corresponding KMP is displayed by calling the Pattern function. 

IV.  Performance Analysis 

The performance of the Modified Active algorithm is compared with  the performance of the Active algorithm and it is shown 

that the MA algorithm generates clusters faster than the active algorithm. The cluster generating and the cluster hierarchy 
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constructing algorithms are merged and the result is generated in a hierarchy to provide an enhanced interface for users to 

view. The XML Concise Tree of Fig. 2 is considered, and the difference in execution times for single, two and three keyword 

queries are explained.  Table 1 illustrates the difference in execution time, in milliseconds, of the Active algorithm and the 

Modified Active algorithm.  It is represented in the graph of figure 3. 

   

                   

                                                               Figure 2.  Extended Bibliography Database 

It can be observed that the keywords Semantic and Recursive are at the same level in the CT and hence the time taken by both 

the algorithms for searching these keywords is approximately the same. However the keyword computing takes more time as 

this keyword occurs at the lower level on the Concise Tree and more over it exists at different levels throughout the Consice 

Tree. 

                  Table I. One keyword Comparison      

 

        Figure 3. Graph of Comparison Table I 

Table 2 below illustrates the difference in execution time, in milliseconds, of the Active algorithm and the Modified Active 

algorithm for Two Keyword Queries. It is represented in the graph of figure 4. The two keyword query cloud  computing is 

located at higher level in the CT and both the terms appear at various  levels in the CT. This increases the response time of the 

query cloud computing when compared  with the query Mysore Univ., as Mysore Univ., appears at a lower level when 

compared with the query cloud computing. It can be observed from the table that the response time of the Modified Active 

algorithm for the same keyword query is comparatively less when compared with the response time of the Active Algorithm.  

            Table II. Two Keyword Comparison 

One keyword query Active 

Algorithm(Time in 

msecs) 

Modified Active 

Algorithm(Time 

in msecs) 

a:   Semantic 49 25 

b:   Recursive 53 29 

c:   Computing 94 55 

d:   Pervasive 57 57 

 

     Two 

Keyword query 

Active 

Algorithm(Time 

in msecs) 

Modified Active 

Algorithm(Time 

in msecs) 

 a:Cloud Computing 5489 5020 

b:Mysore University 1784 1205 
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            Figure 4. Graph of Comaprison Table II. 

Table 3 below illustrates the difference in execution time, in milliseconds, of the Active algorithm and the Modified Active 

algorithm for three keyword queries. It is represented in the graph of figure 5. It can be observed that the three keyword query 

with terms cloud and computing (a and c of table 3) is having a higher response time when compared with keywords that do 

not have cloud and computing as keyword terms. This is because of the position at which the keyword terms cloud and 

computing appear in the CT.  

               Table III. Three Keywords Comparison  

 

                                                                                                                               Figure 5. Graph of Comparison Table III. 

 

Fig. 6 illustrates the difference in execution time of the two algorithms for the following one-word, two-word and three-word 

queries.  

  a – ieee                                               e – cloud computing 

  b - cloud                                                            f – John cloud computing 

  c - computing                                                    g – security cloud Peter 

  d – cloud John                                                   h – computing Springer cloud 

 

 

c: Cloud Security 2753 1211 

d: Peter Cloud 2720 1698 

e: Semantic Web 2838 1792 

 

Three keyword query 

Active 

Algorithm(Time 

in  msecs) 

Modified Active 

Algorithm(Time 

in   msecs) 

a: Cloud Computing John 5939 4114 

b: Kevin Mysore University 1899 1393 

c: Springer Cloud Computing 5288 4514 

d: Peter Cloud Security 4815 3381 

e: Keith Semantic Web 2554 2124 
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                                                           Figure 6. Comparison of execution time for the list of terms 

 

 

It is concluded that the level information is of primary importance in generating clusters and patterns that match the keywords 

input by the user. The Active algorithm [3] uses the concept of lcea, entity nodes and pids whereas the MA algorithm uses the 

concept of lcea, entity nodes and levels to derive clusters and patterns.  

 

V. Conclusions and Future Enhancements  

The Modified Active Algorithm takes into consideration the level information and entity value while fetching the clusters that 

match the keyword input by the user. This improves the efficiency of the algorithm in terms of the execution time and 

response time. As future improvement, the Concise Tree can be built using disk-based inverted index so that searching for the 

related keyword can become even faster. If the Modified Active algorithm is implemented using a real time database, recall 

and precision measures can be used to verify its efficiency. 
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